
By Amy Houts  ∙  Illustrated by David Creighton-PesterEvery day, in all you do, God’s protection covers you!
When a boy explores his family farm, discovering each animal’s unique 

shelter, he is caught in a rain storm. How will God’s protection cover him?

“A book that kids love and parents don’t mind reading over and over, God’s Protection 
Covers Me, is educational, charming, and the best book you will buy this year.”

—Mandy Arioto, President and CEO, MOPS International

“The perfect sit-in-your-lap, snuggle-up story. The colorful, textured illustrations invite us into 
homes from burrow to nest and enhance the mood from sunny sun-up to rainy day coziness.”

—Susan Eaddy, author of Poppy’s Best Babies and Poppy’s Best Paper

“The rhyming text and colorful illustrations beautifully support the simple faith-
based message of trusting that God’s protection always surrounds us.”

—Kristi Holl, author of Finding God in Tough Times
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Like a barn protects a cow



Or a Quonset for a sow,





Like a hive 
surrounds a bee,

God’s protection 
covers me.





Like a kennel 
for a dog



Or a big leaf for a frog, 





Like a warren 
for a hare



 Or a stable 
for a mare,







Like a nest 
inside a tree,

God’s protection 
covers me.



Like a coop to house a hen 







Or a fox’s cozy den,



Like a cheerful 
chipmunk hole



Or a burrow 
for a mole,





Like a lamb 
warm in a shed,



An umbrella overhead, 





Like a roof 
protects a house

Or a crawl space 
hides a mouse,





I am safe and 
worry-free. 



God’s protection 
covers me. 





Every day, in 
all you do,

God’s protection 
covers you!
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For my grandchildren:  
Tobiah, Jacob, and Charlotte.  

—A.H.
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